Abstract. Searching for optimal solutions to a problem using lower bounds obtained from a relaxation is a common idea in Heuristic Search and Planning. In SAT and CSPs, however, explicit relaxations are seldom used. In this work, we consider the use of explicit relaxations for solving MinCostSAT, the problem of finding a minimum cost satisfying assignment. We start with the observation that while a number of SAT and CSP tasks have a complexity that is exponential in the treewidth, such models can be relaxed into weaker models of bounded treewidth by a simple form of variable renaming. The relaxed models can then be compiled in polynomial time and space, so that their solutions can be used effectively for pruning the search in the original problem. We have implemented a MinCostSAT solver using this idea on top of two off-the-shelf tools, a d-DNNF compiler that deals with the relaxation, and a SAT solver that deals with the search. The results over the entire suite of 559 problems from the 2006 Weighted Max-SAT Competition are encouraging: SR(w), the new solver, solves 56% of the problems when the bound on the relaxation treewidth is set to w = 8, while Toolbar, the winner, solves 73% of the problems, Lazy, the runner up, 55%, and MinCostChaff, a recent MinCostSAT solver, 26%. The relation between the proposed relaxation method and existing structural solution methods such as cutset decomposition and derivatives such as mini-buckets is also discussed.
Introduction
The idea of searching for optimal solutions to a problem using lower bounds obtained from a relaxation has been common in both Heuristic Search and Planning. In Pattern Databases, for example, certain state variables are abstracted away from the problem, and the resulting weaker problem is solved exhaustively. A table stored in memory saves the distance to the goal from any state of the relaxation which provides then a lower bound in the original problem for any state where the value of the variables that have not been abstracted away coincides [1] . The best results for the Rubik's Cube, for example, have been obtained in this way [2] . Likewise, some of the best domain-independent planners use distance estimators obtained from an explicit relaxation where 'deletes' are dropped out of the problem [3] .
In SAT and CSPs, the general idea of solving a problem by first solving a relaxation is implicit in many methods, even if explicit relaxations are seldom used. For example, node-consistency can be thought as a relaxation where nonunary constraints are excluded, and similarly, arc-consistency can be thought as iterating over relaxed problems that contain a single constraint [4] .
In this work, we consider the use of explicit relaxations and their use in MinCostSAT: the problem of obtaining a minimum cost satisfying assignment of a CNF formula, where the cost of an assignment adds up the cost of the literals that are true [5] . We start with the observation that while a number of tasks over graphical models such as SAT and CSPs have a complexity that is exponential in the treewidth of the underlying interaction graph [6] , such models can be relaxed into weaker models of bounded treewidth by a suitable form of variable renaming, where a variable that appears in many factors (clauses, constraints, etc.) is replaced by many fresh new variables that appear in few. Provided that the relaxed model has a bounded treewidth, the relaxation can be compiled in polynomial time and space, so that its solutions, obtained from the compiled representation without search can be used to prune the search in the original problem, very much as it is done with Pattern Databases in Heuristic Search.
Using these ideas, we have implemented a MinCostSAT solver that we call SR(w), on top of two off-the-shelf tools: the d-DNNF compiler due to Darwiche [7] and the MiniSAT 2.0 solver due to Sörensson & Eén [8] . Given a MinCost-SAT problem over a CNF theory T , SR(w) maps T into the 'renamed' relaxation T − which is compiled into d-DNNF [9] , a form akin to OBDDs that supports a number of queries and transformations in polynomial time and in particular, MinCostSAT (called 'preferred models' in [10] ). The compilation is exponential in the treewidth of the relaxation T − that we control and call the target treewidth w. The optimal solution to the original theory T is obtained by performing a DPLL-style branch-and-bound search over T implemented on top of MiniSAT exploiting both the lower bounds obtained from the compilation of T − and capabilities such Unit Propagation and Clause Learning. The resulting MinCostSAT solver, SR(w), is then evaluated empirically over the entire suite of problems from the 2006 Weighted Max-SAT competition [11] .
MinCostSAT
MinCostSAT is the problem of obtaining a minimum cost satisfying truth assignment of a CNF propositional formula. If the formula is denoted by T , the cost c(s) of a truth assignment s over T is defined as follows:
where l stands for literals and c(l) stands for the cost of literal l. The optimal cost c * (T ) of T is the cost of the best (minimum cost) assignment s. In some formulations, costs are defined only on positive literals, with the costs of negative literals assumed to be zero [12] . Non-negative costs on negative literals ¬x can then be captured by introducing new positive literals x set to x ≡ ¬x. In this work we do not need this assumption and accommodate costs on both positive and negative literals. Without loss of generality, however, we assume that all costs are non-negative; indeed, a positive increment can always be added to the cost of any pair of complementary literals x and ¬x without changing the solutions so that none has negative cost and at most one has a positive cost.
MinCostSAT is a (boolean) special case of the class of constraint optimization problems called Valued CSPs (VCSPs) [13] . Another special case of VCSPs closely related to MinCostSAT is Weighted MAX-SAT, where the cost of an assignment reflects the costs of the clauses that are violated by it [14] . The transformation of one into the other is simple and involves the addition of a linear number of variables or clauses, and they both subsume other variations like MAX-SAT, (Weighted) MIN-ONE, (Weighted) MAX-ONE, and (Weighted) Partial MAX-SAT [5, 15] .
Relaxing Graphical Models by Renaming Variables
Current state-of-the-art MinCostSAT and Weighted MAX-SAT perform a branch and bound search, pruning the space by various forms of constraint propagation that take into account both the constraints and their weights [16] [17] [18] [19] . In this work, we approach the search in MinCostSAT from a slightly different perspective. Rather than pruning values by local consistency methods, we compute explicit lower bounds by solving optimally a global relaxation. This relaxation is defined structurally in terms of the constraint or interaction graph that represents the interactions among the variables in the problem [6] .
Relaxations by Variable Renaming
We start with the observation that any graphical model can be relaxed into a weaker model of bounded treewidth by a simple form of variable renaming, where a variable that appears in many factors is replaced by many fresh new variables that appear in few. For example, a graphical model over variables x 1 , . . . , x n where there is a factor for each variable pair, has an interaction graph that is a full clique and a treewidth equal to n − 1. Yet, if a variable x i is replaced by a different 'alias' variable x j i in each of the factors where it appears, a relaxed model is obtained with treewidth n − 2. Actually, if the same is done for all the variables x 1 , . . . , x n , the treewidth of the relaxed model is reduced to 1.
If T is the propositional MinCostSAT theory, we will refer by T − to the relaxed theory obtained by replacing some or all occurrences of some variables x i in T by a set of new variables x j i that we call 'aliases'. There is a lot of freedom in the choice of the variables x i in T to rename, in the number x j i of aliases to introduce for each renamed variable x i , and in the scope of these aliases (i.e., the set of clauses in T where x i is replaced by x j i ). A renaming scheme defines these three aspects.
For simplicity, we consider only schemes where the scopes of the clauses including the aliases are disjoint (no occurrence of a renamed x i is replaced by more than one alias), and span all the clauses where x i appears (so that renamed variables x i do not appear in the relaxation T − ). Such schemes can be described by defining the set of variables x i in T to be renamed (relaxed) along with the alias x j i to be used in place of x i in each of the clauses where x i appears. For example, given a theory T with four clauses:
an admissible renaming can be obtained by replacing x 2 by the alias x 1 2 in clause C 1 and by the alias x 2 2 in C 3 , resulting in the relaxation T − :
The interaction graphs of both of these theories are displayed in Figure 1 , from which it is possible to see that T has treewidth 2, while T − has treewidth 1. We say that variable x i is fully renamed when the different occurrences of x i in T are replaced by different aliases x j i in T − . 3 When the variables are renamed fully, the only aspect that a renaming scheme must define is the set of variables to rename. For this we make use of the notion of w-cutsets: these are sets of variables x i in T whose instantiation ensures that the (induced) treewidth of the resulting theory is bounded by w. This notion, introduced in [20] , has been proposed as an alternative way for combining structural and search methods: basically, one can choose an small target treewidth w, search then exhaustively over the possible instantiations v of the w-cutset C w , solving the resulting theories T v by structural methods with a complexity exponential only on w. For a bounded w, the complexity of this method is dominated by the exhaustive search over the possible instantiations over the w-cutset variables and hence is exponential in |C w |.
The method that we propose makes use of the w-cutset notion too but by using renaming rather than instantiation for simplifying T into a tractable form, does not require an exhaustive search over the w-cutset variables, except in the worst case.
The theory T − obtained by renaming fully all the variables x i in a w-cutset of T , can be processed indeed in time that is exponential in w, in the same way as the theory T v that is obtained from T by instantiating such variables. Yet, while in the latter case the complexity bound follows from the (induced) treewidth of its interaction graph, in the former, it does not. This is because treewidth is a rough structural notion affected by the size of the clauses, a size that can be reduced by instantiating variables in a clause but not by renaming such variables. Finer structural measures like hypertree width [21] that take into account the size and scope of the constraints, can be used instead for characterizing the complexity bounds that follow from renaming. We will take however a simpler route and refer to the simplified (induced) treewidth of a theory T as the (induced) treewidth of its simplified interaction graph: this is the interaction graph of T with the nodes representing the variables that occur in a single clause of T removed. Theorem 1. Let T be a CNF formula and let S be a w-cutset for T . Then the relaxation T − obtained by fully renaming each variable x i in S has a simplified treewidth bounded by w.
A simplified treewidth bounded by w ensures a complexity exponential in w over the typical queries in graphical models provided that variables that appear in a single factor can be eliminated in time that does not grow with the size of the factor. This is certainly true in our context for variables that appear in a single clause, as individual clauses can be compiled into d-DNNF (see below) in lineartime [9] . The alias variables x j i that result from fully renaming a variable x i in T fall into this class. Note also that simplified treewidth of w implies treewidth of w when no factor has a size greater than w.
For simplicity, when no confusion arises, we will use the term treewidth to refer to simplified treewidth, and refer to the relaxation method that maps the theory T into T − according to Theorem 1, as w-cutset renaming. This is a polynomial and fast operation. The theory T − above, whose interaction graph is shown in Figure 1 is a w-cutset renaming relaxation of T , with w = 1 for the w-cutset S = {x 2 }.
In order to compute a w-cutset, the GWC algorithm presented in [22] can be used. The GWC algorithm greedily and incrementally builds a minimal set of variables S that ensures |C i /S| ≤ w over the maximal cliques C i in the min-fill tree-decomposition of the model. In our solver, we just substitute the min-fill ordering by minimum induced width (MIW) [6] which scales up better for large theories at a small cost in size of the cutsets.
In the experiments, we consider also an alternative relaxation method that we call w-mini-bucket renaming as it is based on the mini-bucket approximation scheme [23] . The w-mini-bucket renaming scheme runs the mini-buckets procedure symbolically. That is, propagating only the scopes of the primitive and induced functions but not the functions themselves. Each scope keeps track also of the set of primitive functions (clauses) it was derived from. If
is the ordering in which the variables are processed, then when processing the bucket of variable x i , if the number of variables x k = x i , k ≥ i appearing on that bucket is above the w bound, the scopes in the bucket are partitioned into sets s 1 , . . . , s m none of which has more than w variables x k , k > i. The variable x i is then renamed into x j i in all the clauses that are associated with the scopes in s j .
Like w-cutset renaming, w-mini-bucket renaming yields relaxations T − with treewidth bounded by w, but unlike the former it does not use full variable renaming, as an alias may end up appearing in different clauses. As we will see, the experimental results for the two methods tend to be similar, with an slight edge for w-cutset renaming.
Compiling the Relaxation into d-DNNF
If the relaxation T − has bounded (simplified) treewidth, then all the MinCost-SAT sub-problems problems T − ∪ s − arising in the search where s − is a set of T − literals, can be solved from scratch in polynomial time and space by variable elimination [24] . A more efficient solution, which is more elegant too, can be obtained however by compiling the formula in a suitable way so that the solutions to these sub-problems can be efficiently 'retrieved' from a compiled representation. For formulas expressed in CNF, Darwiche's CNF to d-DNNF compiler [7] allows us to do exactly that in time and space exponential in the formula treewidth [9] .
A formula T in d-DNNF is a rooted DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) whose leaves are the positive and negative literals associated with the variables in T along with the constants true and false, and whose internal nodes stand for conjunctions or disjunctions (AND and OR nodes, respectively). A d-DNNF formula is thus in Negated Normal Form (NNF) as it contains only the connectives for conjunctions, disjunctions, and negations, and negation occurs only in literals [9] . The d-DNNF representation enforces two additional constraints, decomposability (no variable shared among sub-formulas represented by the children of an AND node) and determinism (no model shared among sub-formulas represented by the children of an OR node), that enable a large number of otherwise intractable queries and transformations to be done in time which is linear in the size of the DAG representation [25] . For example, the procedure for computing the cost of a formula T in d-DNNF can be expressed in term of the value of the function c * (n) computed bottom up over the nodes n of the DAG as follows [10] :
if n = L where L is a literal different than true and false i c * (n i ) if n is an AND node with children n i min i c * (n i ) if n is an OR node with children n i (2) If the DAG represents the compilation of T − then the cost c * (T − ) is given by the value c * (n) of the root node, while the cost c
extended with a set of literals s − is obtained from the same bottom-up recursion but setting the costs c(L) of the literals L whose negation is in s − to ∞. Finally, while the costs c * (T − ∪ s − ) are obtained in a single bottom-up pass over the DAG, a minimum cost model M of T can be obtained by a subsequent top-down pass, collecting the literals in the leaves that can be reached from the root node, following all of the children of every reached AND node, and a single best child (min. cost) of every reached OR node [10] .
In order to ensure that the relaxation T − compiles in time and space exponential in the target (simplified) treewidth w set for the relaxation, we must instruct the d-DNNF compiler to use an elimination ordering over the variables in T − (in the form of a decomposition tree [26] ) related to the variable ordering used for obtaining T − from T . For this, if T − was obtained by w-cutset renaming, we just place the alias variables x j i first in the ordering, while if T − was obtained by w-mini-bucket renaming, the aliases x j i are introduced in place of the renamed variables x i in the order in which they were 'eliminated' (symbolically) during the relaxation. These elimination orders ensure that the compiler processes the relaxed theories T − in time and space exponential in the target width w in the worst case.
The Cost of Renamed Variables
If there are costs c(x i ) > 0 or c(¬x i ) > 0 associated to variables x i in T that have been renamed in T − , we need to decide how to allocate these costs to their aliases x j i . One possibility is to ignore such costs by setting the costs of all alias literals to zero. This ensures that the compilation of T − yields lower bounds for T , but they are not as informed as they could be. Setting the costs of the all the alias literals x j i and ¬x j i to the cost of the corresponding literals x i and ¬x i can lead to overestimation and hence does not necessarily produce lower bounds. Actually, a simple option that uses the costs over renamed variables x i and yields lower bounds is to transfer these costs to a particular, designated alias variable x j i , thus setting c(x j i ) and c(¬x j i ) to c(x i ) and c(¬x i ) respectively, leaving the cost of all other alias literals in zero. This is actually the choice that we have made in our solver where such designated alias variables are selected greedily using the idea of Maximal Independent Sets (MIS) [27, 12] . We have also tried an scheme where the cost of a renamed literal is split uniformly over it alias literals, that also ensures admissibility (lower bounds), but found the results to be slightly inferior.
A MIS ω is a subset of clauses that is maximally independent in the sense that no two clauses in ω share a variable. We build a MIS greedily, starting from the set S of clauses in T − that include some alias variable x j i . Then iteratively a clause C with maximum "average cost" defined in [12] :
is chosen and added to ω, while all clauses featuring an alias variable x k i coming from the same renamed variable x i as an alias variable x j i in C are removed from S. This process continues until no more clauses are left in S. The alias literals x j i or ¬x j i in a clause of ω get then all the weight from the renamed literals x i and ¬x i , ensuring that this cost allocation yields a lower bound over the relaxation and also that the alias literals that get these weights are more tightly constrained.
The Search
The search algorithm looks for the best model of T by looking for the best model of the relaxation T − that satisfies the constraints x in M ) the state s is extended with either x i or ¬x i , and the process is iterated. By setting a small target width w, the relaxation procedure that yields T − from T , ensures that the compilation of T − can be done in polynomial time and space, and the compilation in turn ensures that the best model M of T − ∪ s − and its costs can be computed efficiently for any set of literals s − . This basic search procedure is implemented on top of MiniSAT 2.0 [8] , thus relying on the efficient boolean constraint propagation provided by the twoliteral watching rule [28] which is performed right after every commitment. We also use its (dynamic) VSIDS variable selection heuristic [28] but branch only on the variables x i that have been renamed, choosing always first the value x i or ¬x i with least cost c(x i ) or c(¬x i ). For relaxations T − obtained by w-cutset renaming this means that in the worst case, the size of the search space will be exponential in the size of the w-cutset used. Within this space, however, the lower bounds LB(s) obtained from the compiled relaxation and the pruning that they produce, will normally keep the search away from this worst case scenario, as the experimental results below show.
Learning from Bound Conflicts
The implementation of the search on top of a SAT solver benefits from the ability of to learn new clauses during search after logical failures. It is well known that clause learning is a key technique in current solvers that can reduce the search space quite drastically [29, 30] . The success of learning from logical conflicts in SAT, suggested to look at the problem of learning from bound conflicts as when the lower bound LB(s) does not improve the current upper bound U B for a given state s; i.e., when LB(s) ≥ U B. In the context of solvers whose inference is based on unit propagation, this problem has been approached in [31] and [12] where a set of literals that explains the bound conflict is obtained and negated. Our solver, however, does not use only unit resolution but also and mainly optimal inference over the compiled relaxation T − . The trivial way to learn in such setting is by simply recording the clause ¬s when LB(s) ≥ U B. This, however, while enables us to preserve the conflict-directed implementation of MiniSAT, has not pruning effect. A much more effective alternative is to find the smallest possible subset s in s that explains the bound conflict, i.e., a subset s ⊆ s such that LB(s ) ≥ U B. Interestingly, it is possible to use the compiled d-DNNF representation of T − for computing such 'causes' for failure even if there is no guarantee that such causes are minimal. The idea is simple and requires only a single downward pass over the DAG representing the compilation of T − . Basically, starting from the root node of the DAG representing the compilation of T − we perform a top-down scan, skipping some nodes, while collecting the literals l in the leaves that are reached, retaining from this set only the literals l in s. Of course, if no node is skipped in this scan, we will get back the set s itself. Yet as we will see there are three types of nodes n that can be skipped because the commitments beneath them in the graph, if any, are not relevant either to the cost of their parent node in the graph or the bound failure. For this, let c * (n) be the cost of node in n in the DAG when evaluated in the context of the commitments s − and let c * 0 (n) be the value of the same node when evaluated in the context with no commitments at all (i.e., with s − assumed empty, as in the beginning of the search).
Clearly if c * (n) = c * 0 (n), it means that the commitments beneath n are not relevant to its cost given s 0 . Likewise, if n is an OR-node, the commitments beneath the child n 1 are not relevant to the cost of n either if c * 0 (n 1 ) > c * (n). Last, if n is an AND-node, the commitments beneath the child n 1 can be ignored if c * 0 (n 1 ) + c * (n 2 ) ≥ U B as the commitments beneath the other child n 2 suffice to explain the bound failure.
By performing and exhaustive scan of the DAG representing T − after finding that LB(s) ≥ U B, starting from the root node while skipping nodes as above, it is then possible to get a reduced set of alias literals t − ⊆ s − such that LB(t) ≥ U B as well. The conflict clause ¬t is then fed to the 1st Unique Implication Point [29] heuristic implemented by MiniSAT 2.0, that derives the blocking clause and the decision level to backtrack to.
Empirical Evaluation
The MinCostSAT solver SR(w) accepts a MinCostSAT problem in the form of a cost function c and a CNF theory T . Using w-cutset renaming, it then maps T into a relaxation T − which is compiled in d-DNNF using Darwiche's c2d compiler, and sets the cost of the renamed literals according to the MIS procedure described above. It then carries a DPLL-style branch-and-bound search on top of MiniSAT 2.0 that benefits from the lower bounds obtained from the relaxation, as well as from unit propagation and clause learning from both logical and bound conflicts.
The experiments below have all been run on a grid consisting of 76 nodes, each one being a dual-processor Xeon "Woodcrest" dual core computer, with a clock speed of 2.33 GHz and 8 Gb of RAM. Execution time was limited to 1,800 seconds. Table 1 compares SR(w) against three state-of-the-art Weighted-MAX SAT and MinCostSAT solvers over the 559 problems of the 2006 Weighted SAT Competition [11] : the winner of the competition, toolbar [17] , the runner-up, Lazy [32] , and the recent MinCostSAT solver, MinCostChaff [12] all ran on the same platform. The problems were converted into MinCostSAT by adding a slack variable x into each non-unary clause and setting c(x) to the weight of the clause. Unary clauses over a literal x (¬x) were removed and their weight was assigned to ¬x (x) resp. Last, hard clauses, represented with a very large weight in Weighted MAX-SAT, were modeled as hard clauses (crisp constraints).
Overall performance
The competition problems fall into different categories: MinCostSAT, where all clauses are hard constraints and literals are weighted, Weighted Max-SAT, where all clauses are soft and weights are associated to constraints, and Weighted Partial Max-SAT which have a mix of both hard and soft constraints. This is explicitly indicated in Table 1 .
The value of the target treewidth w used in the SR(w) solver is w = 8. The performance for other values of w is analyzed below. From the results shown, it is clear that SR(w) does well in relation to state-of-the-art MinCostSAT and Weighted-MAX solvers, trailing only Toolbar, while showing an slight edge over Lazy, which does a lot better in these instances than MinCostChaff. The best relative performance of SR(w) is on the Weighted Partial Max-SAT problems, where in two domains (WCSP; dense tight and sparse tight) manages to solve Table 2 . Impact of target treewidth parameter w in SR(w): Number of problems solved for each value of w. The last column with w = tw, means no relaxation at all so that T − = T . In such a case, the problem is solved without search from the d-DNNF compilation of T , when the compilation is successful.
Impact of Target Width, Learning, and Renaming Schemes Table 2 shows the number of problems solved by SR(w) for different bounds w = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, . . . on the (simplified) treewidth of the relaxation. Interestingly, the best coverage is not obtained for the extreme values of w but for w = 8 and w = 16. The last column shows the results corresponding to the relaxation T − = T . In such a case, the theories T , if they compile, are solved without search (no variables are renamed), so that column is testing the CNF to d-DNNF compiler, which does pretty well, solves by itself the same number of problems as MinCostChaff. Further details on some of the instances for various values of w are shown in Table 3 and Table 4 , illustrating the typical trade-off between search and inference: for relaxations with larger w, the search visits less number of nodes, but the compilation is more expensive in terms of space and time, and the overhead per node in the search (which is linear in the size of the compilation) is greater. Indeed most of the failures for widths w ≤ 32 are search timeouts. Table 5 shows the combined impact of the treewidth bound w, the renaming scheme (w-cutset vs. w-mini-buckets), and learning (turned on and off) on two instances. As it can be seen, learning can help a lot, in particular, for small values of w, while the differences between the results obtained with w-cutset and w-mini-bucket renaming are not so clear cut. Table 5 . Number of nodes in the search and total run-time (in parenthesis) over a random Max-3-SAT instance. w denotes the treewidth bound on the relaxation. MIW estimate was 29.
Discussion
We have presented an structural relaxation scheme based on renaming variables that maps a CNF theory T into a relaxation T − with a (simplified) treewidth bounded by a parameter w. We have then used this relaxation for developing a MinCostSAT solver that obtains its lower bounds from a suitable compilation of the relaxation into d-DNNF. The observed performance of this solver, implemented on top of a state-of-the-art SAT solver that benefits also from efficient unit propagation and clause learning, suggests that the idea of compiling structural relaxations for guiding the search, is an idea worth exploring in further depth that may be applicable in other contexts too. This approach is closely related to other methods that aim to combine structural and search-methods and in particular to Dechter's mini-buckets. Indeed, if the relaxation is done by the scheme that mimics mini-buckets which we call w-mini-bucket renaming, we would be obtaining the same sort of structural lower bounds. On the other hand, by appealing to explicit relaxations, our approach is more general as it is not tied to a particular renaming scheme, can benefit from existing tools such as SAT solvers and d-DNNF compilers, and deals in a natural way with dynamic variable ordering. Just in time for the last version of this paper, we have learned about an independent but closely related relaxation scheme in the context of Bayesian Networks to appear at UAI-07 [33] .
